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first ahapter of this cEosortatioja lays th© 
fomdatiOKas of algobraio georaets^y^ wito ©mplmsis on. the 
Hilbert Wullotellenaatia® BMdlng mse of a ol^aain ooadltdoE 
established in Ohap'ber II g vm then give new proofs of oom© 
oonBoqiiemoB for algebraio varieties*
In the seoond chapter w© disouss the dimension theory of 
ideal© and finite Im'Wgral domains* A simplified proof of
Property g of §3 given*
By folloirlng 0. ^ax'iolei to %e concept of a simple point 
on an abstract algebraic variety*^ ( [4] see references), we close 
the third chapter with the classical criterion for simplicity to 
the separable case*
Eîy thanks are due to Dr* A. Geddas of the department g \'âiQ 
Biîpervised the work*
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§ 1 o Hotation.
We v.orls with a fixed field k, called the grourad field
feT<77Tig?C5'tgtaTft>^ csar^'4t=tï?=aL«^
fcind a giv©n integer m$ If v/e denote by the algebraic closure
kof kg them the set of ordered tuples of elements in B form 
a vector space over k ( with usual compouentvd,se addition and 
scalar multiplication)* A vector cX sr (c?(., o**® (X )s cX, €
k  /  S& 3L
is called a point of the s^ cace S " (B for short) *
The polynomial ring in m variables g * «. p over -bhe field
k will be v;ritten k[x^ p **. p 3C^ ] or k[%]g ® polynomials * mil belong 
to this ring unless otoermse stated* By the Hilbert Basis Theorem, 
ana^' ideal in k[x ]  has a f toi te basis*
§2o 0?he Algebraic Variety*
e=s(K ats3 «3 »™ x 3 ît-a j3 « îiitc .v ;>
Let g ^6 A |  b© a set of polynomiale In k[%]* The 
points in 8^ which are aeroa of f ^  fov all A é A  oonstiiiate the 
variety defined by ) f x i »
e œ r a S B îm a r t s t a r *  (, J
The palyitiOBiols f generate an ideal A in k[%] mid it is 
clear that the variety defined by | fg f ^  A j is the same as tliat 
defined by ^ f j  $ Nqw the ideal A has a finite basis (f,j ,0 0 0 , f^) 
and so the variety ¥(a) is Just % @  set of points whicJri ar© 
simultaneous seros of f^  @ o«o, We have shown tlmt a given
variety is the variety of an ideal, and as suoh is definable by a 
glnite number of polynomials.
Suppose M is a variety, then we write l(Pvt) for the set of 
all polynomials vanishing at every point ©f Mg
1(a) = ( f j  f ê k f x ]  8 f(M) = 0
It is easy to oheck that l(U) is an Ideal oontoining A, 
where E s; v(a)o If w© now comider the varie‘îy V(I(m)) defined 
by this ideal then we get
Ti»iW 2.1 o V(1(E1)) P! = V(A)
Proof. Let x € L.H.B. then x is a sero of all polynomials which 
vanish on all seros of A; in particular 3s: is a zero of A* Thus 
X 6 R.H.8.
Let X € RoHoB. then x is a sero of A so x is a aero of all 
polynomials vhioh vardeh on all sseros (e.g. x) of A* Thus x^L.HoS*
However the parallel result X(v (a )) - A ie not always valldg
in to next section vie shall see when holds* Before doing this
W8 introduce the idea of l i r e l b  11 i%r*
DEFINITION9 A variety ¥ is irrecfeioibjle^  if it Is not the proper
andWiion of two smaller varieties ¥^   ¥_.
2©2« A variety V Is irreduoibl© if and only if the ideail
iÆ sK œ saiü :#K S acji£a  « = ? = )  c B j B l r S e T s ^ t a ïs o H e i ïa t s s T ^  «s c m K rta  e ^ rS i~ -'a n t>  e.Tg .y r ' ^
I(V) is prime.
cSÇg’î^ 'i;» er4'fr'.ty=6.1f^5s553l
groofa Let V be reducible l.e* ¥ - u r/s ¥, ;/; ¥*
Then c ? Implies that I(V) c l(V ) for if l(V) l(¥^) t o n
¥(!(¥)) E: ¥(l(¥^)) i.e. ¥ ? by Theorem 2.1, oontradiotion.
Choose € i(¥^ ) but ^  l(¥)g similarly there esdsts € l(¥^)- l(¥).
Now ^ L(¥) shovdng tteit l(¥) is not prime.
Conversely let l(¥) be not primes we show ¥ 2.* ¥(A) is reducible * 
There are and such tot f € l(¥), 4  l(V), 4  l(¥).
Firfc ¥ y (A (f )) and ¥ = ¥(A -{• (f ))* Then w© have ¥. C ¥ andd « 4 3  &, S
¥p^  C ¥; for suppose, for ©xaH^le, that ¥^  == ¥, then l{¥^) % l(¥) 
but €  l(¥^)| contradl^ction.
If X € ¥^ u ¥^ i.e. X e ¥^  ^ say, #en x € ¥. On ià w  otor hand 
x€.¥ implies f^(x)fg(x) ■ !^ 0 so tho.t either (%) % 0 or f^(x) = 0; 
hence 3: € ¥^  ^u ¥^. Therefore ¥ ™ o-nd is not liTedmclble.
T.1IE0REEÎ 2©3o Every variety ¥ can be expressed as a flBiite uW.on of
i a C R a = 3 3 Z B 3  < 5 # = C = 3 :Æ k % E W 3 5  C = S C = ï= 0  •K 33axaO C ïS-B S=K îi=3:Æ rt3 c a ïs r t)  c a a  C 33 = *titl5 t£ 3a n v= ) C ÏT *J K = p :S r= >  « = )
irreducible varieties.■
Proof. We suppose U iq  contrary, tot at least one variety esdsts
(a n a s iiJ i7or«=rj( .s. « -  v  w
which" does- not adrait ihe above rap.resentation. The set T of all
toee varieties is non-empty, end t o  corresponding set E  o f ideals 
given by ^ 2:  ^%(¥') 8 ¥ ^  T j has a n^ximal ideal !(¥'') by the
noetherion property of k[x] , see [Sj I.pl99o By Theorem 2. 1 
variety ¥‘' must be ia1.Ettoal in T*
Nov/ is rcaduclble (v’"’^  T) so let V**’ ¥ u where
a 2
' '  \  » “ “  —  "1 ” 2C ?■' and ¥,.^ C ¥''\ As neither ¥^ nor ¥,., is in T, it follows
that ¥. and ¥_ both are finzlte imlox^s of iiT-eduolble varie ties g 
i ' d -
Im n m  ¥''* == ¥. u ¥« is too •* a oontradlo*^ono 1 (%
GOEOLLARf ^ The :^’eprosmtation to unique (provided no aomber of
c:xswOiTOj53S7i«^«.n7JiSî2!tt-7nùi'î('ie?774iïr9 CTar.Ts ci.t7=^aieflE>-;=virs>
the rniiom ooatalms another).
Si^£? ¥ Ï5 ¥^ u ooo u ¥j u 00 6 w b© tvsTO ï’epresontationa,
so that ?.. asid V'j ax^& Irreduqible.
tL ^  .
We have ¥. 2.- 0  . (V'^  n ¥ ), thus ¥, a ¥. for some* J,
io©6 ¥. G ¥ %  Similarly ¥t S ¥,^ for some 1 € (l , **., e)«
But #en ¥^ G ¥j G ¥^ and so in fact ¥^ %= ¥*| “ Hesiee A e
representations are m^lque to within ordesidng of the ■corax^ onentsè
ijî* The Hilbert Nulls tellemaats.
t a i o T a )  « s w iT iS M ïif itK tia îE ï*»
T h e question arises when does an ideal have an algeb^raio aero? 
We give the answmr in the fo3j,ovdng theorem called the weaîx fo xm of 
the Hilbert Nulls tell esiBats®
3«1 • The 'variety ¥(A) is mE'**eH|)‘èy if and only rU* the ideal A
c ts J ii jjL - j i f j i î c ïs = ï îa r , j i j i ï 3 ; . ; ï i  c c T K S  c s c a o a  c iiü a i 'œ iJ t '. ’Tr* etafcsatiiij n c t te œ ^ S ïra  rÆ 3 = 9  <e î» . - cS3 *  t .- îiïS in E a s æ T »
is not the whole ring kDcl. '
t i t S E Ît  <5ES7;SrS3 rS33S*1B> CKÎ--atSÏ)C-43îîa CW ü3)K5?ÏÉ3
groof *1 » Suppose ¥(a ) is non-empty, then (X 6 ?(a ) is a sero of 
every polynomial in A, so 1 $ A#
2o Let A h e  a n ideal different from k[x] then A G P, a ma^clmal 
ideal. The residue class rising l^ [x] /P k % ], whei^
r  -  *  , ^  .
}?, is therefore a f:l©ld, which we denote by 3?©
We /require to sJiow ^ ^ are algebraic over km For
n 1 the result is ©brlouso Nov; F =: k , *»<»p k(^.)fe^ppoo,fe ]( 1ft y 6 _ z&
and if w© make the induction assumption for n - 1, then , .©., s 
are algebrsiio over k(^^). It remains to prove "S ^  algebraic over k©
there exists a polynoialal p(%^ ) wlto p(^.^) f Û such #mt
p(ë. )^ .g is integral over k[5.], for 2 ^ i ^  n® It follows #at 
1 1 r  T P <2
for any element f(§^ , ...,5^) of F, LpC^^)J
integral over k[Ç^] ( ç a  positive integer)* In particular, a ^  
element of k(%^ ) has this property© If we had %   ^ traioscendental 
over k ,  M iesi k  ^] would be integrally closed in which
gives MB #^at a^ 3y element of k( ^  ) can be esmressed as a quo'fcient
g C ^  ) ^
a contradiction © The proof is &iow complete©
fp(s,)]<;
By using a device due to EaMnovdtsoh (sea [5] Vol H , pages 1 6g)
or alternatively see [2] p 33% wa can deduce
TIîEORBîl 3.2© The Hilbert MallstellenmtSo
H S ia 'jïr iC T e T a K îfta j»  < a î3 3 fE £ > œ w > œ S rir j ic i3 s a !)i ia a » ï!ts s *» a Æ ra
Lût f € Icfx] mnish at all ooiiMon tieroa of f *, «.«, f  ©
(K2,-a54i«S> c L it ïJ )  CZJ>^=S553 CTO'JSÿiCïSir’itC TEp «=^=.%%7ï3P:Atr:za «rr:SrT;S J ^
there exiats an integer r suoh that f ^ €  (f., oo®, f )o
it îS .T a w ? « w î‘- - '0 2 ïj t^ n/^ Sf *sïS5;r£C2»i'.'ai'.;EY7Æi3 cssymxtrisvA « - to ïs îa .ïa ’ a  S 0
Them
aORŒiMRï 1, ï(v (a )) = m a  A.
r  I/-* '
Proof* Let f 6 ra,d A, them f  €  A i@e. f“ and hemce t  vanish
on ¥(A), as k[x] Is an integral domaimi ioe. f€l(?(A))®
On the other Xmnd, f,€ 1(¥(â )) i*e© f vani^shea on ail E^ eroa 
of A iïi^lies, by the toeùrem, toat f^  € A, or f 6 rad A.
GOROLMRX: 2® l(V(A)) 2, A if and ouLj if A z: raû A.
'  5 5 3 C M  « n * i r m i1  C 3 ) « 3 = a æ )
OOKOIÆARÏ 3« V(A) = V(.ï*aâ A),
COBOIJjâïïX h * V(a) = ¥(B) ,i.f and only if raâ.A = rad B.
® r  rr:acz3 «Æa5^jar,:îi
OOPOItMHf 3» The oor^respondenoe ¥<->!(¥) is a one-ome mapping between
csaraftss» * eitn>5=9 tz z )  « jriucstnrj c=3=^yec@ f:d p % 3?TrkA:> ; i= j3 a = a  &r;S» csrstjterriBf^ ay r o gya
proper irreduoible varieties and proper prime ideals*
iLzxs5!a^YTra»9ax» «£Fï=Ci4t'=^r2r&>,-üyïïij'rt^ ^  eirS^ iE isssyw iR S S
§ 4 ®  D lm em elom  o f  am I r r e d u c i b l e  F a r io t y ®
Let ? be an Irreducible variety, then P c I(V) is a prime ideal 
and # @  integral domain k[%] /P we call the coordinate ring £[?] of ¥® 
As we eaw this is equal to k | , 0 0 0 , *S 1 whore ^ . is the P-reoidue ^ s n %
of 6 Thé degree of transcehdeno© cf R[f] (strictly spealcing ©f th ®  
quotient field of R[v]} over k to therefore an integer rs O é r é n
wixicîh we define 'to be toe dimension of ¥§ we put (dm V = r*
The n-tupl© ( S , ©o®, 'fe^ J may b© considered as a ixoint of
6 iâ
where E is 13m universal extension field of k. ^   ^ ®  ^^
is then called a generic point of ¥, and has th© property? 
f e i(v)# f C D  z: 0 ®
The follov/i^ ig -toeorems can. bo proved clto’ectly from to© definition 
of cdmonsloh, but w© shall raals© use a result to be pz'oved in the 
next chsiptero
FH.OFORITIOH0 ¥ M e  di.m©rision r if and only if ‘tliere e^deta a masdmal
f ît'4 î4 rîti3 ï vttïJ3tî:ï> * f fi ,v ra  ♦wa^^rxx^tîr» *.'•*-:«  rrs  ÿi'i js=33
chain
V g C  ... c = V
o f iïToâuclblo vaEâetifes» and ao sweh chain is losjgei’.
'.tsttjj e & * i i ï Si Kï er r s «c*îsîicj> «isayjijreîçeüil ca?!=% Ky:m (Kd) c = f= za  cF^»a5)=;t%T3aRT=3'
E m ^ »  This follows from Corollary g to th© Hilbert Nulls tallensats, 
and Chapter II Theor©® 3 *2 ®
THSOPJiJM 4.2. Let ¥. and ¥_ b© ( izToducible) varieties such toat
«is>asxT3 j  « K K T y s a  ^  c a ta c a  c = a r d M a K a Æ p 3 * a a :a r = a  a j i i t J X s rsTta = ) ^ c 7 z & = )
¥. - ¥_s then ¥. z: ¥_ if and oidy if dim ¥. =: dim ¥_«
I  ^  «iSB seeœ T-J j  træ sb» m E s s o rra  c * l t a s j£ .w i»  « j5 î« S  .s ^ îs s a m  g *a = tu ,5 = a  ^
Proof# Obvious from th© proposition#
4®3o A variety has dimension n if and only if it is th©
crSfiaiS iia *ctr3^r:>iïta;TT?ac6J«*;:^ c & W O  t.eXr^T25r=no
whole spao© B .
«a;%7%^:R:)v42aa3
Proof# B c ¥((0 )) and X(S ) %: rad(0) = (0 ) as (o) is prime#
K 3 C = = r ja is C = a  ^  '4 t v  t r t v  ^
The* domain k[j]/(0) has ck^ gree of transcendance n; this 
ie dim ‘by définitiom®
oar sub‘V£\rletv ofConverso'iy n o prope m 'va ia y  oan M v a  dime^vslon n.
b y  th e  p r o p o s i t i o n .
T#DEEM 4*4* An irroduoible variety has dimension n ^ 1 if and
*B Sjst» c = a .« r rü 4  ■M S taJw jiK eranxJjsxre 'lTca ts ic n r}  c ru» -ratra
only If ,it is the vaziaty of a principal ideal generated by im
e n s T K tK « .r t  ciTisa-f» c insiit) « e o ïk j  tcdijM jifs» e j à s i i a A J œ i a t ju i ï r ï  <ci9 K m = 3 .-% 3 < 3 B o  tu w K ïu s c t'is a in itt^ ï^ ïjrc tî îi e œ s -r i i s , » r a
Proof# ülm f P ÎI Ki ** i
V is a maximal proper variety (Theox’sms 4*2 and 4*3) 
l(V) is a mlmlmal proper prime .Ideal (Corollary g)
4=P l(?) is generated by a single irreduoible polynomial* 
(sine© k[x] Is a unique factorisa'fâ.on domain, and see [S'] Vol Î 
p ag e  I4 9 p  e ^ s m p le  2 )«
THEOSEM 4*5® A variety of dlmeneion 0 has only a fiÿ^te number
c r >  tU 2 T rji:)rtS i4 \» s ;trî5 5 a y îœ e ) «£ci-rr>st»--=3tT;iS=r3
of points®
« iü -î js  « a q M T Z l;
Pxroof. Let ¥ have (ilmension 0® Choose a fixed point cX in ¥*
4S£Sni«TJ?,WC‘rr>
Then toere are only a finite numbex" of points Ç ^ , **# in
such that f(o() Î3 0 ^ f(^) = 0 for any f € k[x] * [tJiIs can be
Bhovm by induction? in toe cas© u  %; 1, th© poamts ^ *
are Just conjugates]. Now thas© poilmts belong to ¥, for let g € A 
where ¥ r.t¥(A)o Then g(^) ™ 0 since g(o<) 0^ l*e@ ^ E ¥* Also
tiles© points fox*m the variety defined by ¥ |"fè f 6 kfx] g f(o<) - oj 
¥ ^  is a finite irreducible subvariety c£ and so muet equal ¥ by the 
proposition, since dim ¥ = 0®
oïiAPrœ II 
DimmioM
01 * The Length pf a Pi'lmaiy Ideal*
Let Q be a P-priraary Ideal (in a ring H) and a sequenoe of 
primary ideals gatisfying
Q = c c c c == p# (la)
Eiuoh a oequeme is oaXXed a (primary) qMtot from Q to P* A chain 
*#*g is said to be a refinement of the gILyen chain Q^,***#Q^
If every Q. ax>peara among the Ql* Eîoreover, tlia refimment is
.X J
proper if m > n# VVhen a chain from Q to P has no proper refinements 
we call it a aompoaition aeries for Q*
Our aim in this section is tp show that any chain from Q to P 
may be refined to a composition series, the Xengto 1 of this series 
depending only on Q* Having established this result we can then 
make the following definition?
The length of a primary ideal Q is the number of teros in aiy 
composition series for Q.
As v/0 make use only of the case H an integral domain, we
assume belov/ that is the usual local ring associated with as
prime ideal? if R is not an integral domain then the generalised 
ring of quotients can be used instead#
There is a one-one correspondence between P-primaiy ideals 
such that Q £ P and P*-primary ideals Q| in the local ring 
where s % R - P, such that Q* G G P* # Thus to any 
primary chain Q*, *##, corresponds a primary chain , #•#,
and a composition series for Q* 113;owise corresponds to a 
composition series for Q* How in the ring the ideal P* 
is maxiüfâ.1, so our problem is reduced to the ease in which the 
cîiain terminates in a l^aascimajL prime ideal*
Assuming then tSxat P is maximal in H, any ideal A between 
Q and P vdll be P-*p:rima.ty, for G Q £ A G P* Thus a coB^osition 
series for Q is now a maximal chain of ideals from Q to P*
A further simplification can be made by passing over to the 
residue x’ing P/Q, where a chain of ideals from (O) to ï/Q 
corresponds to a chain from Q to P in R# Since F is ma%i%#l and 
a minimal prime ideal of Q, P/Q is the oi^y; proper prime ideal in 
•B/Q* a noetherian ring having unique pro%)cr prime ideal is 
called a primary ring#
1# There exists a miximal atiain (of length 1, say) from
(o) to P in a primary ring E* No chain from (o) to F has length
router than 1#
a * # * # # * »  M H H »
Proof# (i) Buppoee A^  c *#. c a^ q, F^ is a chain from
pU î1 ^  find a bound for the length of this chain by
noticing that the residue ring may be regarded as a
vector space over B/P if we put
r F # V t =: rv # (rcH, veF^^)
This vector space has finite dimension (d, say) since F^ is 
finitely generated# Now the ideal residues form a
aeqiieno© of subspaces of inoreastoig dimension? hence r  ^d 1 # 
To construct a maximal chain of ideals from to , 
t&dce vector subspaoes of all dimensions 0, 1, ###, d and the 
corresponding ideals will do#
There being no other pxcper prime ideal than F (in R),
the ideal (ô) ie P**priniaxy and no a: (O) for some Integer k #
The Join of the maximal chains from to , from to 
.##, and from P^ to P clearly gives a maximal chain from 
(0) to P#
(11) Let (O) := A c ##* c A- K P bo a maximal chain# If
w  *%»
(o) = c *»* c s? P then we prove r :$ 1,
For some integer t (l £ t ^ r ^ l ) , A ^ £  but A^  $ 
and wo doduoa
A,^ <© A^  'Î- C # ® « C 4
[au element x e $ x i =» x ^  A^  For x f
^ n X ™ € A^  n ^ *% 0 since A^  minimal ]
The sequence (o), A^  , «•#, A^  -î must therefore
contain a chain of length r -j- 1, equality only being possible at
A^ ‘f A^ -f «
Consider now the sequence (o), A^/a^ , #*#, A^/A^ which is 
a maximal chain in I/A^ # Applying the above argument to this 
primary x^ ing, w© see that #ero exists a cJiain of length at 
least r from (O) to A^/A^ beginning (o), A^A^, ### # It follows 
that there is a chain (o), A^, A^ ,^ ###, P in R of length at least 
r -i- 1# By considering tiia rings I^A^, %/Ag etc# w’C get a chain 
(o), A^, «•«, A^; #**, F in R of lengtii at least r h* 1? this can 
only ‘bo th© mximal chain (o) c c g,.® c a^ and thiw r  ^1#
OOROÏiMBY 1 « Any two maximal chains have the same length# 
For neither can be longer than the other#
GOHOIjLAOT 2« Any chain from (o) to P may be refined to a maximal 
chain, which has fixed bounded length*
M« ^  I AanifiMWiÊi ■ lilt : ■[.■■'i m iiMÉÉaÉMA»#Ét'''rM.YAÉ éii •» niJ iiMi^ lihl "f ifürm ■**’ Tlf-ailli^-ftTlttll
In terns of primary chains in a noetherian ring. R these 
corollariee siiow
0?EE?tOBEM 1 • « Thom 1b a composition series for Q, and all
composition seirles have the same length# Any chain from Q to P
be refined to a composition series for Q*
r*mm$ K m rnm )tn m m 'j* m m  r n m m ............................................................ .......................... . — ^
§2# Height and Depth of a Ideal#
•4.!«are«rt.-!srtrtrpt.3 . « s i n a f i f t  m w ^  w W f N M lm im #  — " ' —
Dejf^Jdjgu* A proper prime ideal F in an integral domain H is said 
to have height h if there exists a chain
(0) C f ^ C  ... C = P
of prime idea3.s, hut no auoh longer chain* Similarily P iias 
depth cl if
and no prime chain from E to P is longer*
TIBOBBM 2*1 # Let he a minimal px'ime Ideal of a principal
«■** M w m w W p  * mmmp# m »  & # # # « * # » J W W * # * * #
ideal (a), a / 0* in a noetherian domain H* Then P'^  hao height
1.1(1. .upm nm iM *  '  w , * * *  « e »  w - * * # » # ! » » ! * p # .«#(. * ««( x * *  aM w H M aa h é i i mmim— ém»
THiity*
Use will he made of the n-th symholio powers P-  ^of a
prime ideal P; these are defined := | x?xeHj rx€P^ for 
some r$p{ and a m  P#primazy ideals# If for some integer i,
) then it is easy to check that  ^^
etc# (^) » Also, given a P#tprlma%y ideal Q, ton somo symbolic 
power is contained in Q* For H noetherian G Q (some 
jmteger v), then x€p(^^=> (r$P)
The problem can he reduoed by consideration of the local 
ring Ïipïts, in lAich (a) and F*“ correspond to an M-primary ideal and 
a unique madtaal ideal M# To simplify notation suppose toae 
properties hold for (a) and in H* Then any ideal between (a) 
and F^ Is F^ '-primaiy? in particular (a) -s- for any proper
prime ideal F c
In view of Theorem 1 * the chain
(a) |. pb ) 3 (a) +pk) 2 (a) + 2 * « «
:1b bounded by the length of (a)® Thereforo (a) 4 z: (a) )
for some Integer a  ^1 ® If ncrw x € then % %; sa f y
(21 € B, y € so that âa x ** y ^  and hence z €
as a ^  P sine® P’^ is a minimal prime ideal of (a) and P c p''\ 
Oonsecjuontly P £ pC^^*0 the reverse Inclusion is
obvious* In other words, %: (a)P^^^ (mod )o By the
lemma which usually* precedes Krhll*s Intoraeetion TheoK'em [S] VolI.p2.15 
tl^ ero exists r € li aud% that (l ^ ra) p(^) % 0 (mod  ^); but 
ra Ê 1 ra h£is an inverse and b o  p(®-^ 1.) ^
On the otlier hand F G Now for a maximal
prime ideal, the symbolic prime powers are Just the powers of the 
ideal, and we know H  P***^  - 0* Hence A  p(^) = 0, vMoh
together with [j and ( j shovm that « (0)# But P - is P -
primary and so P « (o), a contradiction* Thus tiiero ia no 
proper prime ideal P strictly between (o) and 1^  *
Before generalising the result we require the
liSMMi Let M,, #.#, M_ be a family cf prime ideals none of
1 1 ,m illiK  i p iM  M i> iÉ < wo  ' I  ^  m  # w «m  . * #  i wmw * i i M i* i i# i ,«|i t m é m  # w * m i # i * i w  M # * * # * # » * * * * *  ,o * nW'm w w  # * * &
which contains F, If (o) c F c ,,, c p ~ p is a chain of
- -I-.   .     ‘ -.i ■ ^  1 -- ^ ”  #,
prime ideals from (O) to F# tlwn there is a similar chain
m *  w ^ w tw i #  r n m m m m m m  NW i # # *  * * « *  ^  c m w w w i » *  wm W '# W W  « # # * *  * w  * ' * i i i i .,#i# iiw # # # « w  , i i , # , n # * M ii#m
(0 ) F * c *®* c F« % F wi#% no Ft contained in apy M>*
Proof* Firstly consider ^ C F^ % F* Ne can choose 
a £ Fs a 4 (1 ^ i ^  m)* Taking to be a minimal prime
ideal of P ^  (a) so that G F, we can replace by
if / P* Suppose then F* By Theorem 2.1 this
implies that (a minimal prime ideal of )
has heiiÿît one, oontradioting the chain (O) c c
To proâucû the required chain each of the is replaced 
step by step, from zi.ght to left,
TIKDOËEM 2,2» Let F be minimal prime ideal of the ideal 
A S3 (a^ , **#, in a noetWrlon domain B, Then the height
Frq.ol*. Noting that ‘Uie ease r & 1 is the previous theorem,
%vo make the induction hypotosis that the result holds*- for 
ideals genemted by r*i elements: in particular the mirjdmaX 
prime ideals F*, ,*#, Fjj|, of (a^ , ***, a^ ) have hel£dit not 
greater toan r-^  1 * If F £ F^ for some i g (i, $#*, k) ton 
trivially F has height loss than r? so assume P ^  (l G 1 £ k)#
Then by the lemma any chain (O) c P. c ♦*# c P =; P may be supposed
9 S
to have ^ P^ (i < i < k), Let b G ? b ^  P| (l  ^i ^  k), 
then we clioose from the minimal prime ideals of (b, #*#, a^ )
to bo contained In P# For some i G (l, ###, k)jPj^  £ P*^
((Ug, a^ ) £ but by choice of b, P^ / P ' and thus P^ c P'%
If we had P ^  P*^:=>PJ^ then P/(ag, *#*, a^ ) would have height at least 
tw in ^ (ag, *«)*, contradloting the minimçilily of P/(ag,###,ap 
as a prime ideal belonging to the principal ideal (a^,*,*,ap/(ag,,ip#,ap 
Necessarily then P %: P''\ which means P must be a. minimal prime 
ideal of (b, #,*, and tlaeroforc P/(b) is a. minimal prime
ideal of (b, a^ , *.*, a^ )/(b) .t (a^ , ,**, a^Ab), an ideal 
generated by r* 1 elements*
By induction hypothesis the residue chain 
o s ^ /(-b) C ... c :^/(b)
cannot have more than r terms, whence the height of P is at most r#
The converse of this toorem is also trues
TîiKORRM 2*3* ■ Oriven 'P a prime of height h* toon h eiamanto '
■ W F W W *« *W » »  * #  « W #  | ( r t ii|| » # i n > Ii)® in nni||(i miii(>in y n i|ii'( |
can be foitiKl to genei-ato an ideal vdtii P as a raln:lmal prime#
M) # iL>»ww  w * w »  « # * #  <i,  w # w #  « w w * »# * #  « m w W  « t e  i t e K uwt e w w ’ut e t e i i M  4 i S w * i e < w t e *
P%wf# F 3: (0) ifi triviü.l#
Assime F / (O) and take a^  G F, / 0* Thon (Theorem 2*1 ) 
every miid^ msLL prime ideal of (a^ ) has height ow$ Assume, for 
indiiotion pw.'poses, that elements , »*», a^ of F (s < h) have 
been found such the.t every miiiimaX prime ideal F^  of (a.^ , »«•, a^) 
hao hei(^ 3it a#
Now clearly no can contain P, and so there is an element 
G Ps for all minimal primes of (a^  , #«#, a^)#
Then any m1.nimal prime ideal P& of (a., ##,, a ) contains ^ 1 M 4'1
strictly one of the P^ and so has heiglit not less than s + 1 •
That this hei^t Is exactly s + 1 follows from the last theorem.
By induction, there exist elements of P such
that every minimal prime ideal P? of (a^ , *#., a^) has height h. 
Among these minimal primes occurs P, for P contains some 
but having same height h must in fact equal tiiis F|.
For later use we state the
GOROLXAHI. From a given basis (u., . . u ) of t l m  unique
W* iiLW l t e M * # « * # # I  S  n t e t e  # » " * '« #  « t e ù t e W M te M te »
maximal ideal iYC in a local xdng Q we may select u., .*#, u,
# # w w t e « t e t e t e M *  ; i i * i i # i i# „ „ *  M ^ t e  a t e  « t e t e t e t e w t e  i , , ,.# , . « # %  t e w * ,  t e r n # # #  ^  i t
to genemte an tr{ ^primary ideal, where h is the height of M «
t M M »  m#w««#iw««#wiw#te «#*!* II m W iilnmiteliW I ■w.iiHniW 'itei.* «temmw teWW  .«wte r.wraiiuteiümteW 'te»Mw *
Prqof. It is easily seen in the above proof that toe can 
bo tWcen from a given basis of P. In accord with the theorem 
lot (u^  , , u^) have ÏÏÏ as a minimal prime ideal5 M  is maximal
and so (u^, u^ )^ is -primaxy# _______________
As a special case of Theorem 2*2 we note that ©very prime 
ideal in a noetherian ring R has finite height. On the other 
hand a prim© ideal may well have infinite depth, and there is no
ï’©lation between the two in the gefierol ease* Our aim in the next 
section is to show that for finite integral domains height and depth 
are determined one by tiie other, and that rank and dimension are the 
equivalents of hei^t and depth respectively.
§3* Hank and Dimension in a Finite Integral Domain.
Lot H » f a finite integral domain* have
degree of transoendenoe r over k* and let %  ^ * * .#, %  ^  
oonstitut© a transcendence base for k(%^  * ... * over k.
If P is a prim© ideal strictly contained in H then B/F 
is an integral domain with k as a subfioid* W© define the 
dimension of P - dim P to be the transcendence degree of 
this domain over k| the complement (r - dim p) we call liie 
rank of F,
Consequences of the défini.tion aroi**
2# A [prime ideal of dimenaion 0 ^  mximl#
For H/f is a field in tl^ is case*
2. If P C p« then dim F* < dim P*
Proo^. Consider the k-*homoKiiorphi0m (f> of lî/P onto r/P* given 
by (r -h P) !% r + P^  * If we let  ^P* . 4 F bo a
transcendence base for H/P over kj then any non^aero element
of R/F, in particular y 4- P* where y € P %  y ^  P* satisfies a 
relation '>7 *^ y) 6 F (g has coefficients in k and
g / 0 )* It may happen that every term in g contains some power
of y I if so write g œ g* y^ (m is the minimum of these power»)* 
then g* has at least one term not involving y ( ^ ) # Also y ^  F*
P prime implies that ^ P#
We imve **,* y) ^ F* i.e. g’ 4 P = 0*
hence (g* 4 P) = 0 * i.e. € F* where ^ ( 0/^ * ...* y,
and is non*-»©ro by ( ^ ).
Clearly 47  ^ 4 P* ,.** 4 P is a transcendence set for F/P’
and we have shown that it is not an algebx-aically independent set.
Q.E.D.
3 t. proper prime ideal has dimension leas timn r c (Üm(o)
* * *  « { { « M T iy w e c w M  «n > T M i» 3 '/tK îf<  a tjju s ü m tt w . umi: i - .-« e c tiîw to »
4* A prime ideal of dimension r 1 is minimal (tiiat is* there
« ,fS  te ia  H I» # #  * : # » #  « H * » * # # " * » # » » * : *
ie no prime ideal strictly smaller except (o) )#
These last tvjo follow from 2 .
The converse of Property 4 is given in
TI'EORBM 3#1 # If P is a minimal prime ideal in R == 
then dim P ^ r - ^ 1 , (r=: transcjl)
" # w i w w #  M ifM X W  i £
Proof. The general proof depends upon the normalisation theorem [5j I. p. 26
and we treat only the case r -* n* i.e. k [ fe^ ] = k * ..,, X^]
Thus E is a unique factorisation domain* in wltloh a minimal prime 
ideal F is easily seen to be generated by a single irreduoible element 
f(X^  * . X^ ) say.
Lot X^  occur in f (f / O) tixen every polynomial in P oontaina X^  • 
Therefore X^* ...* X^ are algebi^ically independent mod F (over k)# 
v^ioh shows that dii?i P  ^n ■« 1 and the result follom by Property
At this junotui'o v^e recall that 3? c P* ^ dira P > dim P* ; 
h(P) < ii(F’)ÿ d(P) > d(P*)tt Prom Theorem 3.1 w© can now prove the 
main theorem of dimension theory in finite 5,ntegi*al domains.
TBiOOPBTM 3^ 2o If P C R la a prime ideal of climousion s an a finite
< M *w «  « tW M » » N #  « w w É w w iw f i* *  ii i i i w i i i n iiW M  m m m   ....... .—  m w w f  « * •  M .» w «iM n i w n« i
integx'al doimxin R of transcendence r * tWn the hei^t h(P) and the 
depth d(p) of P satisfy:
(i) h(P) S3 rank of P. r s.
(1 1) d(P) ^ t o  t. s.
(i). In the case a =: r (P == (O) ) the result is trivial.
Wo assume the theoi-em for ideals of dimenaion a 4 1 and deduce its
validity for dimenaion s.
Let (0 ) = pQ C C C bo a chain of length h(P) h.
By our remarks above a = dim P < dim R  . < ••• < dim w r andh*1 Q
hence h ^  r - s ( ).
Since h has an upper bound (E being uoetheid.an) * ttaera exists 
a prima ideal P’ sucdi that P- c p and no prime ideals lie strictly 
between F* and P. Thus P/P’ is minimal prime in lyi** and has 
(Theorem 3*1 ) dimension ^ transe iyï?* - 1. But dim P/P’ 
traxiiso H/P^ />?/P^  z: transe E/P is diin P* and transe B/P* is dim P* by
definitionj therefore dim P^  = a 4 1. From our induction hypothesis
h(P^) s; r (s 4 1 ) h(P) ^  r ^ s, #iich together vdth (^ ) is
the required result*
(ii) We use indiiotion on s# Here a k 0* which by Property 4  implies
that P is maximal and so d(P) % 0* is the trivial case*
If H :) pQ :) *.* :) P^ « P then 0  ^dim P^ < dim P^  ^  *** < dim s* 
which SÎKÏWS d(P) ^ a (^ ).
Let P* D P such that P’/P minimal prim© in R/Fj then by 
Theorem 3»1 dim F^/P = a ^ 1 # Now dim F'/P s: dim F* and making the
induction hypothesis for © -* 1 , dim P* = s 1 %: d(F* ) • Then
clearly d(P) ^ s which along wlih (^ ) completes tine proof*
OOHOLÏiâHX 1 * Let F P* and s* ©* be thoii‘ respective dimensions*
rnm-rmm  « o a r» »  .t n *  c a *;a w .w > M i* i i i i> im * i i ii« i'»a
Then there ^  a chain
... C C p.
and ^  such ctiajn is longer*
groof* In E/F* pyp has dimension s* and therefore height b -
OOHOIiLAEX 2# A finite integral domain R of tranaoendeno© degree r 
ha© prime ideals of all dimensions 0 * 1 * «... r * 1 .
r smrnm  « IW II#  à » K IB n ili W IIM«M» H M iM *  iimlM W #
Proof* P cr (o) in the theorem implies d(P) t= r* and a chain of
length, r 4 1 descending to P will contain ideals of the above
dimensions.
OOBOLLARX 3* Theorem 3 ,1 * of Chapter I.
Let P / (l) then H k « k[x] /P contains
the field k* By Corollary 2 * H has a prime ideal of dimension 0* 
say P'/P. Wherefore k[x ] /F c k ^ ] has tranacendenoeI n
degree 0, i,e, are algebraic over k. Also f(x) € F
^  f(2 ) € P» f( -97^ ) e 0 80 lies in V(F). Q.E.D*
The theorems on hoi^t in the previous Beotion can be expressed 
in terms of dimension in view of the identities proved in Theorem 3*2i
THBOEBM 3,3* In a finit© integral domain R of transcendence degree r
< w i ■ m w r w u i i . m i w i w a  « r i w N * = * iw i * * w i  f w w W  «an niM w u nm i# * #
every minimi prime ideal of a proper principal ideal (a) has
dimension r *• 1 # (of Theorem 2*1 )•
TITOBBM 3*4, Every minimal prime ideal of A e (a.* ,,** a ) in
■11*1 ii* iiMii null iiiiiiiiiiM W 1 S t n w *
the finite integral domain R of transcendence degree r has
=«,#«# # ,  I I I . * # , * * ! ! * # . , , »  i m w  * # i iwi4 " iiiw * M.ii " M W *  ii.aiiin i t in* )i«nii i n « > n « , „% « i„* w n *  , 1* * * * #
dimension at least r - s, (of Theorem 2,2),
OHAPÏBR III 
ÏHK S.IMH® m w r  OW à VARM-'Ï
S1, Notation.
Throu#iout tills chapter W will be a jd -dimenalomX irreciuoible 
Bubvaricty of the r^ -dimenslonal irreduoihlo variety theae having 
^ z: ( ^ ^ 9  *.** ^ aïki % c , ***3 % aa generic points 
respootively.
In the co-ordinate ring h [v ] w® have l(V) C l(vf) and l(v/)/I(V) 
is a piimo ideal which we write p(V//V).
The quotient ring R[V] st | t g{^ ) 4 0
(f and g will always he polynomials vdth coefficients in the 
gï*oimd field k) Is a local ring [1] g which we shall denote by 
Q(W/V)|, witl'i luiique maxima]., ideal M  (%%/V) ^
iïki) / 0 '
§2* The Local Vector Space»
. —
2*1 • Let us wite u for tike AT » residue of u € IHfT » and d for 
the ÏKt -residue of d é Q = q(v//v). Then d is an element of the 
field 0/ At which may be identified with the field 3 (^w) 
consisting of all quotients / 0 # i*G># ihe field
7/
**9*
If we now define the product du to be the tfU -residue of d.u* 
tiien !nrt / (jTT^ becomes a vector s^ iace over That du is well-
defined follows from noting that if d = d’ (mod IK ) and u a u®(mod 
then
du - d’u* k; (d- d* )u - d* (u* - u) € «
so that d • u = d* *u* •
Vfe denote this vector apace by M(i///v) and call it local 
vector space of ? at W*
■IM  HI II iiiiia  '11** iM A u w w i * , .  m W # *  m m m
The elements Up form a basis for AT if and only
if their -residues  ^, **, Up span #%e space* For suppose
that 9 *,*, Up form a basis and let u € AT/ | tlxon if u has 
-residue n $ we have
P





On the other iiandj suppose that u^  » Up span U{t^/V)^ 
and consider iiie ideal generated in Q(%/V) by u^  , ,0*9 Up,
Now A T / #  = U/m^ 1,6, K  S hence #  = 1 / 4 AT^
and 00 frt - M^inr^ . b In fact we find that AT = 1 4  i AT ^  for
ary positive integer i* But 0  ( 14 4 AT » 14 (^©0 [3] t>65}
so that AT 1/1 9 ?rtiioh Bbovm that g *»,, u^ form a basis of AC.
Let uf3 call a basis (u^, *,#, of M  miidml if no
proper subset of these elements constitutes a basis* It follow® 
from the above tiiat (u^, ,.** u^ ,) will be a minimal basis if and 
only if 9 ,.#9 form a baèis of ti*e vector space M(?//v).
All minimal bases of IX Imvo dkorefoxB the same number of 
elements 9 namely tiic dimension of this number is finite by the
Idlbcrt Basis Theorem*
When (u-9 , u ) is^a^basls of M  we can assuma tMt 
u, € R [v] 9 for if u# = then f .(t) also form a b&âs*
01ear3-y p(?/v) is a minimal prime ideal of R [?] «
(u^  9 *««9 u^) and so by Theorem 3*4 of Chapter II die dimension 
of p(w/v) is at least r - s@ But p(w/‘V') ha® dimension  ^ p 
and we deduce
dim M(\f/V) ^  dim V - dim W (2a)
or in the case in which V/ =#.= ( cx 9 **49 (X ), a point of V*
1 A*
d}.a M(of/V) è aim V, (2a* )
The follomng tv/o lemmas are used later in the chapter *
2*2* Reduction to dimension aero.
If the ic-hcmomoxphisBi
k ft * * * k 9 ** *# % ]  ft ^i"^^i
i© an isomozphism then we may v/rit© (& = 1 ****»^ )«
DüMtiî/k 1 * Let V and W be varieties such th^t their generio
points ^ and 07 have ^ (i = 1* *,,9 P )• Then if
« a i à ! » » . » # * » # ; *  I  » # * = 6 * w f w *  *  ' JL nW HR*
¥'*’ and are the varieties over ) vAth generio
c t f W K l  * 0»  f « w s Y M H ftü , d e i(*6 « w *» s a « *e # « iW
points ( ^  , . •. » ^ „) asia. ...» wei have
I' "i'i t-h I>1 '— » •'*# i' 'v-i f t  « r * . * ;  m e m m a t »
Q(?f/?*■') = Q{W/V),
Proof, Let f( ^  ^  ^ k [ ^  ^ 9* 9 ^^ ] ^ p (w/v) i,e,
 ^ ) :r 0 f ( ^  ^ 9 * 4 * 9 ^  y } = 0  US ^ ^  = 0  ^^(i — 1 p , # * 9 V ) ,
This shows #at It"' 5 Q(wA),. Also E [v'^ ] = k^ . H [v] and
p (w Y v'l = k'! p(w A )| so i f  f '  ^ 1%) 1108 in  R [V"']
but not in p (W'^ 'A^ ') (i.e. ^ y.,/; # #*** ^  / O) tkien
f' (^ 4 9 %*#9 ^ n) an rlnverse in  Q(vA )*  ThusV ‘Î’» n
P  Ftr^ l^
R [v'H - p(wVv‘")
f"X ^  ,##9^ )
Oonveraolj x € Q('WA) ^ ^ ^ Q(?/'y¥°'')
 t„)
if g/(^/y^9#*#9 <y^) / 0 vlkioh is the oas© oth©x*wls6 g(oj?)=0 
contradiction,
AI-FLIOATIONo As W has dimension jd we may assume that
are algebraically independent over k, So also are % ^  9#,,9 ,
tor W C V means f(^) - 0 implies f(^) = 0, The mapping
f(  ^9*,• 9 f( 9,#0 9 ) is a k-isoraoarphlBm of
k 9,,,9&j)] onto k 9 ,,9 nf^'\ and by our remark wq may 
write = 07^ (i = 19 .*,9 jo ), Then applying the lemma to 
¥ '* v^ hich has dimension r - jd 9 and to which is now a point (K
(bocmuse nq ^ ^  * 9 ^  ^  are algebraic over k"' = k(<|;^ ),
wa sea that
Q(WA) = QK'A*)*
2*5* Insertion of a third var:loty
P«»''ïj!tr|:E:H-7H*rfir*»C.1#iU» tS33 : '# r3 < L  w *  cç= K *f1»<
Let ¥* he an Irroduoiblo vazaety bot%veen W and V\ Then
M(wA ’) and M(^A) have the same field of scalars vl^* jf(w),
Blnao V  c \tp there la a k-homomoz‘phiaai ^ of B [v] onto 
ti [v^] talcing'S ^ to% ^ (\vkiore% ’ u (%.} ## * * # % is Ih©
gonerio point of V*), Noting that f(^) ^ p (li/V) implies 
(f) f(ê)f p ( w A ’) we &an extend to a horaoitt03£phi..sraof 
Q(WA) onto Q ( w A ’) by defining
âf} | | i | .
Under tills mapping M  ÏK  ^and W  1b the full invars© ixmg© of hC %  
If now we denote by T  the mapp3,ng
u -» u (u ^  M  g u = u 4 )
and sifiiilaidly
T* 5 u* “► (u* 6 M  f = u* # JK ’ ^  )
then the oompQallKloxx T  * T * :1s a mapping from M(vA )  to
To check #iat it ia sinj^e-valuedj let u. = il„(u.-u^é" M^)|
2 # tZü { ^
then(u. ** 6  iX * which implies that r*'^(u. - i%_) = 0 |
9 f f .  I  2 L
whence result,
LEMIIA 2 * The mapping 1b a linear tz'aneform tion of
M(?/A) onto M(V/A*)*» The nullspace Is the su*bspa.c© of M(wA )
ti|iaWM>«»n>a> *»«%-#! 9 **a* (f* WI',7*  I.IW II^ .I^ W I IIL ’^ H w #  W M W
spanned by the veotoz’s belonging to T  (Q(?A), p (V*A) ).
I11> I * K *  M l# * » ,  «(6<*WK5» IIJt n il> lt» w i n i,i  «h m i Mi M M I iiH  i a | i « i  i NMH nM M i* ' i
groof * We prove only the sooond part of the leimm» the proof
of the first paz't being eimilar*
Id.e [v ] the ideal p(V*/V) = f f(l)s f(%') 0 J is
the kernel of the homomorphism ^  , Its extension Q(^yv)o p(V*/v) 
to Q(vA )  ia clearly the kerne], of "P #
■ ’ Suppose now tîmt u €■ Nullspaoe ( T * ) 9 i*e# that
T ’nP T \u) = 0 * Then Z ^ '^ (u) % Op that is (u) ^ # which
shows #iat u€Ker"^ +0K^o Finally u€ T(Ker'+) = T{Q(w/v)*p(V*A) )• 
QcE.D,
B3* simple points and subvara.eties*
IIm il'# n:ii H ii iÉ H *  * *  »* T * W " i'm *  W # * * ; *  hIi m * " »** !  h w h w iiI*    ..
In 'VXm of (2a) and (2a*) wo rnske the following definition®; 
à point c< is 8im[^ le^  (for V) if
dim M((X/V) = dim V,
A sub variety W is siiapla (for V) if
mimn
aim H(W/V) = dim V - dira V/»
With the help of the lemmas we can derive some oonseqaenoea 
of these definitions*
PROPOSITION 1 * Any point (X ie simple for S *
Prc^^* In Lemma 2 take W = (X , V* = the variety having 
( cX ^ 9 9 m  generic point , and V = S^* Here
(v'/v) » [f{x)j = oj = (h(X^ ) ), h being
■fcho IrmduoiblQ polynomial in k(X„, *««, X^) [x, ] such that
h(o< }  ^Oo The residue of this pol;;wmia3. clearly
genex’ate© the null apace of T • 'A' "C 9 which cannot thex'efor© have 
dimension greater than one* Howe dim ^ i 4 dim M(cx/V*)*
Now by Iiemma 1 9 dim !a'î{c</S^ )^ = dira m(cX'V^ '^ ^^  )9 c< = (<x^,,
and k‘^ = k(<x^  ) » If we make the induction assumption that- 1he
proposition is tziie for* n 1 p it follows that cU.,m M(fX/B^) ^  1 +(n - 1 ) =nj
but certainly dim M(oc/S^) ^ dim dim <X = n.p so In fact
dim m(c</S ) = The case n ;% 1 is trivially true and the proposition
is proved*
COROXMHX* W is simp3.e for S ♦
•h5-’9 V4>Yfr#'XumViB» iCTTftT-^'t* H
Jl:
Pzwfe V/e Icnow M(w/B^) = M(c<'^ ys^  ^  ) whei*® k ‘ = k(% f,  ^p q )
—  * * *  °  'f
and cX ' is a point of « The above [proposition shows that
 ^ k
M(cX*^ /B ) Ims dimension n - jd 9 thus so also has M(v//B^ )*
PEOPO8ITI0N 2 it (X is simple for V if and ouly if tho ideal
p(v/f3 ) oo.\itains n - r olemonts u. * u such thatI n ' 'W M jm w k c #  *1  n —  r • m r n m m m  tmttm/m ’-yi
Tu. a ,**A Zx\  ^ are linearly indepondent in M(«x/B^),
Proof,* (X C ¥ C ojid cUm M(tX/B^) - n* Oonsidoring the 
transformation of Lemma 2 ,
XX = dim T( p(v/B^ )^ ) f dim M((X/v),
How <X is simple for V if and only If dim M(o</V) = i*e* if and 
only if dim T ( p(v/S^)) = n - r*
6 4* Régulai' Rings#
A local ring Q is said to be regular if# for (u^  # #### u^)
a minimi basis of M  , a homogeneous relatioiï
» ...» Vtj =: 0 (4a)y t
W.th aoeffioients in Q is possible only if the coefficients are in JK • 
This typo of r.ing was îlntztîcljjioed and stiliclied hj
feull [1] «
An equivalent condition for regularity iss Let cj)^ he a
form vof rlogree V  ^with, coefficients in Q i then
#**# ^g) € (4b)
implies tliat all coefficients of 0^  are in fK #
Frmf# That (4b) implies (4a) is trivial#
Assume that (w) holds# Let ^ ? then
is a homogeneous polynomrlal of degi%pe V 4 1 # say # Take theV 41
typical term of #
ru^ u^  ### 9 (X^ 4 0<2 4 *«-<* 4cX^^=V# r ^  Q
and in '4'  ^ choose the term ^V4l
o<2 0(g
su^ u^ s e Q
O^yi
than the tez'm in u. ##« \xj" of r  ^baa coefficient r - su. #I 0 V V4i 1
v/Mch by (4a) belongs to K  # But s u ^  ^  ^ hence z* £ jyf and 
WÔ have (4b)<,
The concepts of simple point and regular local zing are 
related in
TÏ3EORB55 4*1 * The po^ jut cK is simple for V if and only û£
« * # * #  « w a x » « w ^ ;p iiwiii,  'f m i,# #  m m u  immmrnm »
q(cx/¥) is regular,
f t t k M
HoeaXl that cK is simple if and only if 
r = dim ? ™ dim ¥i(c</y) = a#
Let B > r| we show that Q is not regular# tlierehy 
es’t^ blisiiing tW *if* part of the theorem#
From the corollary to Theo3/eià 2,3, and Theorem 3*2 of 
Chapter 119 Vie can ohooso , **,, from a rainiroal basis of JK 
BO that they generate in Q an M  -primary ideal , say, of 
dimension 0 ,
Consider the element %  ^ * How süjiice 0  ^ is JK -primary
for some power h,
AH.ao there exists a positive integer V such iiiat
€ 0/ but ^ 0 / , otherwise 6 01
V h
i.e. u 6 im for all V , :l,e, %  € r 1 ^  - 0, i,e, %  ~ 0
. S tj 2L^  t w
oontz’adxotxng u ^ 07 &
 ^ V
The general element of ÏK is
U^) u^), where 0  is linear in , %
and :la homogeneous of deg?;ee V in u ,,,o, u j in ps.rtdoiilar 
can be represented in this way* We have
- 2  0 .| (u^  0# « «!) »#<) o ^ u^) - 0 (l)
Case 1 * h < >> 4 1 means 6 G ^ w h i o h  by
(4b) shows that Q is not regular#
Case 2» (i) Is a form of degree h in u^  ,,, # ,u^  #
Now oleaxly the pzx>ducts do not contaJui a term in alone
( 0  ^is lineax^  in u^i aomrdlngly line coefficient of
in (i) is imity. Hence Q oannot ho régulai' for 1 0  M  *
Gas© 3 , h(/>' V f ,|# Fiom ^ 0^ IX ^ , the coefficients of 0,
and oànnot al3. belong to M  * Uomver ^  G h{
is homogeneoits of degree V^l* Thu® oonclitlon (4b) 
is not satisfied.
Wo now pzwe the  ^only if* xx^,rt of tho theorem*
OAS^ t 1 « Let y (c<) = k(cX) be inflnj.te,
Oorrasponding to a given form D (x , ***, x ) of degree V
^  1V I &
with coeffioients in Q, write tWso
coefficients are replaced by 'iiioir Jy( -residues* To establish the 
regularity of Q wo show ttet (u,^ *,*ji u^) = 0 implies
y* î2
,  *  a *  9  ) e : 0 (
Suppose now p ) / Oj tiien in ^(oc) we may
seleot a non-singalaz* homogeneous transformation
s
x!




u. = ^  0,> jjU, (a.* , é Q)
then assuW.ng u^) =% 0 we get J[ (u*,**»^ u|) = 0
and tile Goeffioleat of u*^ is not in tVt * The nonelngolarity ofs
the transform guarantees that (u* *, u*| is a new minimal, basis
for W  * By a suitable diirlsion Q, (ujj,***, u* ) and 
tho'reforo  ^Q(u*,*.** u , givl-ug that the ideal Q*(u* ,**, )
has dimension 0 * This oonti’adi-O’fes the faot iiiat all minimal prime
ideals of Q,(u* 0, u* . ) have dimojriaion r - (s-1 ) = r- 1 ) = 1Ï s— 1
(see Chapter II9 Theoz-em 3*4)*
OABiii 2 * If k(o<) is finite take a now gx'otiud field k“" = k(a)
#%ere si Is an indoteriainate. Let ¥“‘" bo tlio mriety over k having
th© sam© generic point a® V and let have the same coordimtes
as (X #
GlearQy dim » dim V = r# Also
()Yt « Q ® (a)
tn Q (b)
where :% 'zad M  ^  : M(xVv  ^)g
The basis (Up#*#, u^) of JY( is (a) also a basis of M'"* 
and nooessariXy minimal as
dim = r = a#
How is infinite and by OAF^ 1 w© have Q*^ regular* Thus
0  (%/##*** %. ) &' 0 with caoffioients in Q ^  Q’^ implies theV i  s
coefficients belong to M  and so W  W  by
The proof is now complete*
GOROLMXiJt» W is simple for ¥ if and only if Q(w/?) is regular,
inr.itil trtjtiaca .«#«,*m iw #  «f*wn
By reduction to dimension cero (q,v*) this follows from 
the theorem.
i 5# The Space of Local Differentials#
Let u C JrC (w/\)» then u = ; f(o/) = 0, g(^) / 0 and
the partial derivatives belong to Q(Vi/S^ ) since 4 0 *
The M  -residues X~^ 11© in tho field [/(w) = 4(07),
The ordered n-tuple of these residues
x = 'Y
we call the local W-difforontial of u. and widte d u. or du for short.
It is easily verified that du dv = d(u 4 v), u and v 6 ÎVt * 
Moreover if A € j^(w) ihon A (du) = d(Au) as u 6 M  impliesU.d A = 0 * 
Consequently these ordered n-tuples form a vector space (over j^(w) ) 
v/iiioh we denote by D(w)#
Griveuu C M  (V(/8 )^ wo can associate with T u, its M  ^ -residue 
in M(w/B^) the local W-difforential of u vi«#
T u du (3a)
This mapping is v/oll-defined, for if T u  = Tu* i#o# u - u* £ 
then du - du* = d(u - u*) = d( Z pq) - Z d(pq)= Zp*dq 4 Zdp.q = 0 
(pft q ^ ht )• Also thja mapping is a linear transformation of 
M(W/B^) onto D(W) and so
LRMMA 3* The dimension of D(w) is at most n - p , and equals n - p 
only if (5a) is non-singular#
Proof# In the corollary to Proposition 1 we saw that dimM(l%/B^)= n - j)
§ 6 # The Jacobian criterion for eimpXe points in the separable
* * * w w »  m m m m m m r n t m t u m  m m rnmm t n m m m m  A #«i* u , ii.wiii , i i i #  « m m *      * * M * a * M M w M * M « # M * M *
As a preliminary establish
MMMà 4# The zovo manifold l(<x) of tho point X oan be generated
« « I IM W t*  * * « # * # #  iM t i l M M Iili* , * # * *  l i m *  M M B *  MHWftM t  _ M # W * , * # *  M M # *
by n polynomials f., ,*#* f_ auoh that f# contains only X>#
3^qf,# For n % 1 tho result is trivial#
Lot bo the irreduoiblo polynomial in k [x^] such that
= 0# The residue class ring k X^]/f^(x^) is
just tlio polynomial ring X^] where k'^' « k((X^ ), and
l(c<)/f^(X^) is the aero manifold of over k''\
Assuming the result true for n ^ 1 , # * * # ©an be
generated by fg,,##,f^  ^ such that f| involves only X^,,##, X^#
Therefore X(o<) is generated by f^(X^), fg(X^, X^),###, f^(x) if 
has - residue f|#
Using this particular basis we can now prove
THEOREM 6#1 • The space P(c<) of local o( -differentials has
« # * »  « M h H w MMMM* M * t I iI  * * * # * * # ,
dimension n if and only if o( ^ ,###, (X _ are all separable over k.
.Iin * y * * w ti If  *  IMW l|* irl M»W I* * # *» # * # * # * »  l ,* * l* * , # 5 *  « * # * *  1  '  n  — "  III |* I |*W*>  lll«m * l IK I.I *# '* # * I * * * I * * W  « * * # * * * * #
Fx;oof. Tho polynomials f^,*#,, f^ of Lemma 4 fozna a minimal basis 
of ^  (&hy basis must have at least n elements) and so
ITf^,,*#, T f^ are independent vectors in M(c</B^)# Thus by 
Lemma 3 dim D((X) = n if and only if *###, df^ are independent, 
vdiich is the case if and only if the Jaoobian determinant
f j /  ô(X^ \)lx.oc =*•* » (dt \
How by the choice of f * this determinant is TT I 3%^ I ^ #
^ af
Bine© f^ (c<^ ) = 0  tho first factor  ^is non-aefo if and
only If o<  ^is sepQi'able over k. Similarly the second factor 
is non-aero if and only if o( ^  i^ scpez*ablo over k(o< ^ ) # Both 
factors are thus non-sero if and only if o< ^ and o< ^  are seperable 
over k* Oontinuing In this m y  we find the necessary and 
sufficient condition as stated#
We nov/ com© to tho classical criterion for simple points 
(in tho separable case)
TliEOHEM 6.2# Lot l(v) liave a basis of polynomials g^ # The
point oi is simple for V if and only if has rank n - r#
( 1* = dim V ) X = cK
Proof # By Proposition 2, cX is simple for V if and only if 
n - r of the vectors T are independent#
Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 3 show this holdfj if and only if 
n - r of the local (X -differentials dg^ are linearily independent 
in d (cK) , wiiioh is the condition on rank given above. .
COROLLARY. When k has oharaotoristic 0# or is a i^ erfeot field, 
the classical criterion and the condition dim M(o</v) = r coincide.
For any field k, and who tit© r or noto< ,##*,o< are separable.
we have that ranl^ ogxax = n - r implies that X is a simple 
X = c<
point of V. To see this w© need on3.y remark that if n - r of ttie 
dg. are independent then the corresponding n - r vectors T ga ureX 3.
independent#
These results may be extended to simple subvarieties e#g# the 
Jacobian criterion becomes; Pz'ovided k(^  ^,##♦, 07^) is separably 
gone^ted over k, W is simple for V if and only if the matrix
ax.
j
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